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Agenda
• 1-Looking forward: 

Industry trends in 
2022-2023 

• 2-Texas outlook 

• 3-Key public power 
electric utility risks from 
a financial risk 
perspective 



Public power electric utility 
outlook:Volatility in natural gas prices 
and policies 

• Natural gas price and policy volatility continues to 
create uncertainty and cost 

• July 12 at $6.42/MMBTu  

• Volatility a concern since 50% plus of Texas 
electricity comes  from natural gas fired generation



Natural gas prices volatile once again 



•Data source EIA 



Public power electric 
utility outlook: 
Deregulation and 
resilience



Reliability critical to customers 

Above average temperatures; Texas population growth; wind instability; 
and generation facility maintenance issues.

State actions working to lower energy price hike cap; faster generator 
response ahead of emergencies; greater ERCOT control over planned 
outages; mandatory inspections of reliability at power plants.

Consideration of new reliable generation and additional demand side 
management plans. 



 
 
Public power 
electric utility 
outlook: 
Moderate new 
debt leverage 
expected

*Borrowing costs higher due to inflation, 
supply chain issues and higher interest 
rates 

*New federal infrastructure funding  
  

*Energy source indecision and 
renewable energy  contracting 



Public power electric 
utility outlook: 
Municipal electric 
utilities will be 
responsible for the 
reliability of the 
transportation sector

* 
Reliability 



Electric 
vehicle 
growth 

projections 
 
 



Public 
power 
electric 
utility 
outlook: 
Electric 
industry 
Transition 

*Fuel choices; new technology 
timetable; transmission 
transformation; and federal 
and state roles 



 
Reactions to 

U.S. Supreme 
Court ruling  

on carbon 
emissions

(Reuters) - Here are reactions to the U.S. Supreme Court ruling on 
Thursday limiting the federal government's authority to issue 
sweeping regulations to reduce carbon emissions from power 
plants. 

SENATOR KEVIN CRAMER, NORTH DAKOTA REPUBLICAN: 
"Today’s ruling reaffirms Congress never intended the federal 
government to regulate greenhouse gas emissions for the states.“ 

MICHAEL BLOOMBERG, U.N. SPECIAL ENVOY FOR CLIMATE 
AMBITION: 
"This decision marks the second time in a week that the Supreme 
Court has turned back the clock to darker days that have 
dangerous implications for public health. The decision to side 
with polluters over the public will cost American lives  

JODY FREEMAN, HARVARD UNIVERSITY LAW PROFESSOR 
"This is a lifeline to extending the use of coal."



Other reactions
• Moody’s-The Supreme Court decision will not have impact 

since carbon transition progress was due to investor 
preferences, the declining price of renewable energy and 
individual state policies.  The decision does reduce risk of an 
accelerated schedule of carbon transition.   

• Senate Majority Leader: The Supreme Court gave power back 
to the people. In siding with the state of West Virginia, the 
Court has undone illegal regulations issued by the EPA without 
any clear congressional authorization and confirmed that only 
the people’s representatives in Congress — not unelected, 
unaccountable bureaucrats — may write our nation’s laws. 



  AGVP Advisory opinion
• It wasn’t EPA regulation that shut coal-fired generation 

facilities down in Florida or elsewhere but market forces such 
as lower cost renewables and natural gas. 

• States need to respond with clearer strategic plans to define 
paths to cleaner energy. 

• Emphasis in any plans going forward has to incorporate both 
affordability and reliability of electric system. 



2-Texas Public Power Electric Utility 
Outlook
• Fuel reserves, hedging programs are 

critical tools as is entities such as Texas 
Muni Gas to manage through this current 
natural gas price cycle. 

• Financial metrics are starting to recover 
after the pandemic and winter storm Uri 
but price spikes and summer 2022 heat 
waves while showing resiliency of Texas 
municipals has had rate impacts.  Stability 
is mainly due to the management actions 
and rate policies of governing boards.   



Texas outlook continued 
• Strides are being taken towards cleaner energy but with the 

balance of affordability and reliability: Austin for example 
expects to be 100% carbon-free energy by 2035; San Antonio CPS 
Energy’s recent 500 MW purchase of solar continued to put utility 
ahead of many major US cities; and Denton’s audited 100% 
renewable energy goal was met for 2021.  

• The deregulated wholesale market now has some cushion to 
absorb extreme events, but it seems that new reliable generation 
is needed as well as further demand-side management programs 
as weather extremes and population grows. 



Prioritize reflection and Get to the Balcony to 
view risks 



@PublicPowerOrg #PublicPowerR

Leaders need 
to find more 
ways to meet  
adaptive 
challenges 
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3-Key public power 
electric utility risks 
from a   financial 
risk perspective  





  Strategic risks in 
matrix  
    1-Cost recovery capability and 
willingness 

    2-Future cost volatility including natural 
gas price spike, intermittency and other 
fuel risk and power market failure exposure 

    3-Climate change transition and power 
reliability 

    4-Leverage and leverage policies 
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Strategic risk matrix (continued)
     
 5-Governance factors including succession, financial risk 
 metrics and transparency; revenue transfer policy  

 6-Cybersecurity risks 

 7-Competitiveness  

    



Strategic 
risk matrix 
(con.) 

8-Financial liquidity and access 
to liquidity  

9-Extreme weather impacts  

10-Environmental, Social and 
Governance (ESG) disclosure to 
investors  
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Questions  
 
Thank you.


